ABSTRACT

Driving comfort is of great significance for rural highways, since the variation characteristics of driving speed are comparatively complex on rural highways. Earlier studies about driving comfort were usually based on the actual geometric road alignments and automobiles, without considering the driver’s visual perception. However, some scholars have shown that there is a discrepancy between actual and perceived geometric alignments, especially on rural highways. Moreover, few studies focus on rural highways. Therefore, in this paper the driver’s visual lane model was established based on the Catmull-Rom spline, in order to describe the driver’s visual perception of rural highways. The real vehicle experiment was conducted on 100 km rural highways in Tibet. The driving rhythm was presented to signify the information during the driving process. Shape parameters of the driver’s visual lane model were chosen as input variables to predict the driving rhythm by BP neural network. Wavelet transform was used to explore which part of the driving rhythm is related to the driving comfort. Then the probabilities of good, fair and bad driving comfort can be calculated by wavelets of the driving rhythm. This work not only provides a new perspective into driving comfort analysis and quantifies the driver’s visual perception, but also pays attention to the unique characteristics of rural highways.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As functional requirements of roads and automobiles have advanced over the years, increasing attention has been paid to driving comfort. The driving comfort is of great significance, especially for rural highways. The variation characteristics of driving speed are comparatively complex on rural highways, not only because indices of horizontal, vertical and lateral alignments are relatively poor on rural highways, but also because in many cases there is uncoordinated combination of three-dimensional alignments, insufficient sight distance and so on. These cause a large deviation between geometric alignment information perceived by drivers and actual alignment indices [1]. Accordingly, the drivers cannot accurately perceive the information provided by road environment, resulting in discomfort and even accidents. When drivers stay in a comfortable driving condition, the incidence of traffic accidents can be reduced. Compared with traffic safety, the driving comfort has higher demands on road conditions. When road conditions satisfy the requirement of driving comfort, traffic safety can also be improved. That is to say, good driving comfort offers a guarantee for traffic safety. All fatal crashes occurring on rural roads accounted for approximately 60% in OECD Member countries [2]. In Iran 70% of the fatalities occurred on rural roads [3]. During the process of driving on rural highways, 9,704 traffic accidents occurred in China, accounting for 36.7% of the total number of accidents, which caused 14,014 casualties, with direct property loss of 47.1 million RMB in 2014 [4]. Therefore, the driving comfort on rural highways from driver’s visual perception is a critical topic urgently in need of research.

Current studies on driving comfort are mainly from aspects of automobiles and road alignments. The driving comfort is one of the most critical factors to evaluate the automobile performance [5]. The aim of active suspension control is to improve the driving comfort and reduce the body acceleration [6]. Yang et al. [5] presented a new index called annoyance rate to indicate the quantitative correlation between objective methods and subjective comments. Els et al. [7] pointed out that for the objective measurements, the ISO 2631, BS 6841, Average Absorbed Power and VDI 2057 methods were used to specify and evaluate the driving comfort. Műčka and Granlund [8] put forward that the IRI (International Roughness Index) cannot reflect the differences in road roughness and the seat frequency-weighted acceleration is a parameter that better reflects the driving comfort.
Regarding road alignments, numerous researchers have adopted a number of parameters for driving comfort analysis. From the horizontal alignment perspective, the driving comfort is generally analysed according to the calculation of the lateral force, mainly including the side force coefficient and lateral acceleration. If the side force coefficient is too large, the drivers cannot drive continuously and stably [9]. Awadallah [10] used the lateral acceleration to detect the discomfort speed on highways. From the point of view of the vertical alignment, vertical acceleration is a dominant factor [11], and vertical curvatures of highways should satisfy the demand of driving comfort [12]. Hamdar et al. [13] stated that the lane width of a roadway also greatly affects the comfort of drivers. In order to depict the driving comfort from three-dimensional geometry alignments, some scholars chose the lateral change of acceleration and acceleration noise as the evaluation indices. Baykal [14] and Yang et al. [15] pointed out that the lateral change of acceleration can combine curvature, ultra-high and longitudinal slope together, which directly affects the driving comfort on highways. Yu and Chen [16] employed the lateral change of acceleration to describe the driving comfort on urban roads. Acceleration noise is defined as the standard deviation of accelerations [17]. When acceleration noise levels increase, the driving comfort decreases [18]. It can be calculated as follows:

\[ e_i = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_0^T \left[ a(t_i) - \bar{a} \right]^2 dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ e = \sqrt{e_1^2 + e_2^2 + e_3^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: \( e_i \) denotes acceleration noise on the plane \( j \); \( j=1,2,3 \), which denote the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal plane, respectively; \( T \) is the total travel time; \( a(t_i) \) is the acceleration at time \( t_i \); \( \bar{a} \) is the average acceleration; \( e \) is acceleration noise. When \( e>1.5 \) m/s², the driving comfort is bad; \( e<0.7 \) m/s² means the driving comfort is good; \( 0.7 \) m/s² \( \leq e \leq 1.5 \) m/s² represents fairly good comfort.

Given the above, there is little attention paid to driver’s visual perception for driving comfort analysis. However, it is a crucial factor for the driving comfort. The drivers obtain more than 80% of road information from their visual perceptions. Some studies identified that there is a discrepancy between actual and perceived information, since combined horizontal and vertical alignments can cause an erroneous perception of the horizontal curvature [19]. Hassan and Easa [20] examined the hypothesis that the driver’s visual perception of the horizontal curvature is affected by the overlapping vertical alignment. Moreover, current studies mostly focus on highways and urban roads. Rural highways have distinctive characteristics, so separate studies need to be given. In this paper, the driver’s visual lane model was established to describe the driver’s visual perception. Then the driving rhythm on rural highways was analysed to represent the driving comfort during the driving process.

2. REAL VEHICLE EXPERIMENT

In order to fully understand the driving comfort on rural highways, a real vehicle experiment has been conducted. This experiment aimed to figure out the driver’s visual perception characteristics on rural highways, as well as the corresponding driving rhythm. Fourteen experienced drivers were selected to conduct the real vehicle experiment and their ages ranged from 25 to 40, in order to avoid the influence of the driving skill and tension of novice drivers.

Specific test procedure is as follows: 100 km rural highways in Tibet with different road conditions and varied facility layouts were selected to complete this experiment. A vehicle data recorder (GARMIN GDR35) was used to complete the experiment, located in the line of sight of the driver. The recorder combined GPS with the driving video records perfectly and overcame the GPS signal interference to camera lens. So it can record the driving position, velocity, three-axis accelerations and videos perceived by the driver’s vision simultaneously. The information recording interval is 1 second, the video resolution is 1,920 x 1,080 pixels, the frame rate is 30 frames/s, the camera lens focal length f=2.0, the horizontal view angle is 51.22225° and the vertical view angle is 34.99839°. The driving position, velocity, acceleration and driver’s visual images etc. recorded by GARMIN GDR35 were all stored in the AVI file. Therefore, software technology was needed to extract the data. A real vehicle test data processing system was specially developed. The video processing technique used in this experiment was on the basis of what Wang et al. [21] put forward.

In this research, vehicles need to stay in the free traffic flow condition in good weather, in order to fully understand the driving comfort on rural highways. The data from some road segments which have interferences of other vehicles should be excluded. Good climate refers to clean road surface regardless of snow, ice and fog, etc. Ultimately, 790 sets of samples are valid, which were extracted from 57 km road sections on rural highways.

3. CALCULATION OF DRIVING RHYTHM

3.1 Description of driving rhythm

Driving rhythm refers to the tempo at which the drivers perceive road conditions and then generate driving behaviour responses, namely, regular and rhythmic changes generated by combinative visual perception and physical sensation during the driving process. When drivers stay in a proper driving rhythm, driving comfort and safety can be guaranteed.
divided by $L$ (referred to as $\sigma^2/L$), which indicates the change rate of driving speed. According to the cumulative frequency the distributions of these two characteristic variables $\Delta \bar{V}$ and $\sigma^2/L$, the classification of “music notes” can be obtained. “Music notes” are split into three distinct parts: “low pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$), “middle pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$) and “high pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$).

### Table 1 – Classification method of “music notes”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma^2/L$</th>
<th>$\Delta \bar{V}$</th>
<th>0–0.75</th>
<th>0.75–1.75</th>
<th>&gt;1.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–0.00095</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00095–0.00124</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00124–0.0028</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0028–0.00513</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00513–0.0132</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.0132</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expression of driving rhythm is shown in Figure 1. Each grid represents data of 1 second. Specifically, $V$ denotes the driving speed, and $\Delta V$ signifies the speed variation between adjacent time intervals. Four seconds is the safe upper limit for the drivers’ responses to normal stimuli on the road [22], so four grids are regarded as a group to form a “music note”. That is to say, the driving rhythm can be understood as music rhythm composed by “music notes”. Table 1 demonstrates the concrete classification method of “music notes”. The mean speed variation within four seconds is denoted by $\Delta \bar{V}$, which reflects the change value of driving speed. Besides, $\sigma^2$ and $L$ are the variance of speed changes in four seconds and the sum of driving speeds of each group (4s), respectively. $\sigma^2$ is divided by $L$ (referred to as $\sigma^2/L$), which indicates the change rate of driving speed. According to the cumulative frequency the distributions of these two characteristic variables $\Delta \bar{V}$ and $\sigma^2/L$, the classification of “music notes” can be obtained. “Music notes” are split into three distinct parts: “low pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$), “middle pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$) and “high pitch” ($1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7$).

### 3.2 Prediction model of driving rhythm from driver’s visual perception

#### 3.2.1 Driver’s visual lane model

During the driving process, a “lane” exists in the driver’s visual field all the time. Even if there are no lane markings on the road surface, the drivers are able to perceive the shape of a “lane” according to the specific situations and then determine their driving behaviours. In fact, this “lane” can be described as driver’s visual lane model based on Catmull-Rom Spline [23]. Yu et al. [24] and Chen et al. [25] have verified that Catmull-Rom Spline is more efficient and precise than others for fitting the driver’s visual lane. The driver’s visual lane model is shown in Figure 2. Taking the bottom-left corner of the driver’s visual field as the origin, a coordinate system is established in which the units of X axis and Y axis are pixels. The left side lane marker of the visual lane can be fitted by Catmull-Rom Spline that uses $(P_{L1}, P_{L2}, P_{L3}, P_{L4})$ as control points and the information of these four control points is represented by $(S_{Li}, X_{Li}, Y_{Li})$ ($i=1,2,3,4$), where $S_{Li}$ is the cumulative length of the left side lane marker of the visual lane at $P_{Li}$ point (pixels), and $(X_{Li}, Y_{Li})$ are image coordinates (pixels). Besides, $f_{Li}$ is the tangential angle of the visual left lane marker at each control point.
point (radians). Likewise, using Catmull-Rom spline to fit the right side lane marker of the visual lane model, there will be four control points \((P_{R1}, P_{R2}, P_{R3}, P_{R4})\) and \((S_{R1}, X_{R1}, Y_{R1})\) \((i=1,2,3,4)\) can denote the information of control points. Four horizontal lines that join the corresponding control points in the left and right side lane markers divide the visual lane in the driver’s visual field into three distinct regions, namely, “near scene”, “middle scene” and “far scene”. \([vS_{Lj(i+1)}, vK_{Lj(i+1)}]\) \((j=1,2,3)\) are used to describe the visual curve length and curvature of the visual left side lane marker in three regions. Similarly, \([vS_{Rj(i+1)}, vK_{Rj(i+1)}]\) depict visual features of the visual right side lane marker in these three different areas. Meanwhile, the visual lane width in these sections can be denoted by \(vD_{Lj(i+1)}\). Thus, \([vS_{Lj(i+1)}, vK_{Lj(i+1)}], vS_{Rj(i+1)}, vK_{Rj(i+1)}, vD_{Dj(i+1)}\) are called as shape parameters of visual lane model, which represent the length, curvature and width of a lane in the driver’s vision. They can be calculated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    vS_{Lj(i+1)} &= S_{Lj(i+1)} \cdot S_{Lj} \\
    vK_{Lj(i+1)} &= \frac{f_{Lj(i+1)} - f_{Lj}}{vS_{Lj(i+1)}} \\
    vS_{Rj(i+1)} &= S_{Rj(i+1)} \cdot S_{Rj} \\
    vK_{Rj(i+1)} &= \frac{f_{Rj(i+1)} - f_{Rj}}{vS_{Rj(i+1)}} \\
    vD_{Dj(i+1)} &= \frac{1}{2} \left[ \sqrt{(X_{Lj(i+1)} - X_{Rj})^2 + (Y_{Lj(i+1)} - Y_{Rj})^2} ight. \\
    &\quad + \left. \sqrt{(X_{Lj(i+1)} - X_{Rj(i+1)})^2 + (Y_{Lj(i+1)} - Y_{Rj(i+1)})^2} \right]
\end{align*}
\]

where: \(j=1,2,3\); \(vS_{Lj(i+1)}\) denotes the visual curve length between control point \(P_{Lj}\) and \(P_{Lj(i+1)}\) (pixels); \(vS_{Rj(i+1)}\) denotes the visual curve length between control point \(P_{Rj}\) and \(P_{Rj(i+1)}\) (pixels); \(vK_{Lj(i+1)}\) denotes the visual curve curvature between control point \(P_{Lj}\) and \(P_{Lj(i+1)}\), namely, the unit rate of change of tangential angle (radians); \(vK_{Rj(i+1)}\) denotes the visual curve curvature between control point \(P_{Rj}\) and \(P_{Rj(i+1)}\) (radians); \(vD_{Dj(i+1)}\) denotes the visual lane width (pixels); \(f_{Lj}, f_{Rj}\) are the tangential angle at control point \(P_{Lj}\) and \(P_{Rj}\) (radians); \(S_{Lj}, S_{Rj}\) are the visual curve cumulative length at control point \(P_{Lj}\) and \(P_{Rj}\) (pixels); \((X_{Lj}, Y_{Lj}), (X_{Rj}, Y_{Rj})\) are the image coordinates of \(P_{Lj}\) and \(P_{Rj}\).

### 3.2.2 Prediction model of driving rhythm using BP neural network

The Back-propagation Neural Network (BPNN) is a kind of multilayer feedforward neural network with the error back-propagation algorithm. Numerous experimental results have proven that BPNN has powerful self-learning and self-adaptation abilities, so it can obtain the mathematical mapping relationship between input and output variables. BPNN has been applied widely in the transportation engineering field, such as traffic flow forecasting [26], traffic accidents analysis [27], etc.

The entire BPNN consists of three kinds of layers: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. Figure 3 demonstrates the typical structure of an \(n-l-m\) BPNN, which has \(n\) input variables, \(l\) nodes of hidden layer, and \(m\) outputs. \(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\) are inputs of BPNN, and \(Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_m\) denote output variables. \(w_j\) and \(w_{jk}\) are the input and output weight matrices, respectively.

![Figure 3 - Typical structure of BPNN](image-url)
To evaluate the performance of the BPNN with respect to the forecasting accuracy, various effective measures can be applied, such as the mean absolute percentage error and the mean square error.

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left| \frac{V_t - \hat{V}_t}{V_0} \right| 
\]

(8)

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n} (V_t - \hat{V}_t)^2
\]

(9)

where: MAPE denotes mean absolute percentage error; MSE denotes mean square error; \(V_t\) is the actual value at time \(t\); \(\hat{V}_t\) is the forecast value at time \(t\).

According to their visual perception, drivers determine the driving speed. Hence, shape parameters of the driver’s visual lane model are used to predicate the driving speed, and then driving rhythm can be calculated according to Table 1.

There are 550 sets of data obtained from continuous road sections and used to establish the BPNN, and 50 samples from them have been randomly selected as test groups. Specifically, the input layer of this BPNN has 16 neurons: differences of shape parameters between adjacent time intervals \([\Delta vS_{Lj(j+1)}^L], \Delta vK_{Lj(j+1)}, \Delta vS_{Kj(j+1)}^L, \Delta vK_{Kj(j+1)}\) \((j = 1, 2, 3)\) and the driving speed of the previous second \(V_{t-1}\), shown in Table 2. The output layer has one neuron representing the driving speed at this second \(V_t\). As to the number of neurons of the hidden layer, the test result of eight neurons is the most optimal one, shown in Table 3. Both MAPE and MSE are less than others, which satisfy the precision demands for prediction assessment. Predicting outcomes of the BPNN have been illustrated in Figure 4.

4. DRIVING COMFORT ANALYSIS ON RURAL HIGHWAYS

4.1 Wavelet transform

Wavelet transform is a notable landmark in the progress of Fourier transform. As a mathematical tool, wavelets can be used to extract information from many different kinds of data, including audio signals and images. As with Fourier series analysis, wavelet transform is also based on a decomposition of a signal typically using an orthonormal family of basic functions, which are called wavelets. A set of wavelets will decompose the data without gaps or overlaps so that the decomposition process is mathematically reversible. Wavelet transform is capable of examining local data with adjustable window location and size, so it can provide multiple levels of details and approximations of the original signal. This advantage makes it suitable for time-frequency analysis [28]. Continuous wavelet transform is viewed as an effective method for both stationary and non-stationary signals. However, it contains a lot of redundant information and has slow computation speed [29]. In order to facilitate the

### Table 2 – Input variables \((X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_{16})\) of BPNN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vS_{L12}^L) (pixels)</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>(\Delta vS_{R23}^L) (pixels)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vS_{L23}^L) (pixels)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>(\Delta vK_{R12}^L)</td>
<td>0.000135</td>
<td>0.000250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vS_{L34}^L) (pixels)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>(\Delta vK_{R23}^L)</td>
<td>0.00160</td>
<td>0.00268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vK_{L12}^L)</td>
<td>0.000253</td>
<td>0.000506</td>
<td>(\Delta vK_{R34}^L)</td>
<td>0.0354</td>
<td>0.00746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vK_{L23}^L)</td>
<td>0.00181</td>
<td>0.00268</td>
<td>(\Delta vD_{12}^L)</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vK_{L34}^L)</td>
<td>0.00407</td>
<td>0.00889</td>
<td>(\Delta vD_{23}^L)</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vS_{L12}^R) (pixels)</td>
<td>-0.293</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>(\Delta vD_{24}^L)</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta vS_{L23}^R) (pixels)</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>(V_{t-1}) (km/h)</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 – Prediction errors of driving speed with different numbers of nodes in the hidden layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0227</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>2.6441</td>
<td>1.9725</td>
<td>0.4770</td>
<td>2.1228</td>
<td>3.0375</td>
<td>3.0470</td>
<td>3.6003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correlation analysis between driving rhythm and driving comfort

Driving rhythm represents large amounts of information during the driving process, so it should be decomposed into different levels in order to explore which part of driving rhythm is related to the driving comfort. Similar to music rhythm, driving rhythm also can be considered as a kind of signal. Hence, wavelet transform is used to analyze driving rhythm. To facilitate the calculation, the “music notes” of driving rhythm ($1\cdot, 2\cdot, \ldots, 7\cdot$) are assigned a value from 1 to 21 respectively. Acceleration noise $e$ is chosen as the driving comfort index to calibrating model, which can be calculated according to Equations 1-2.

![Wavelet Transform of Driving Rhythm on Rural Highways](image)

Figure 5 – Example of wavelet transform of driving rhythm on rural highways

**4.2 Correlation analysis between driving rhythm and driving comfort**

Driving rhythm represents large amounts of information during the driving process, so it should be decomposed into different levels in order to explore which part of driving rhythm is related to the driving comfort. Similar to music rhythm, driving rhythm also can be considered as a kind of signal. Hence, wavelet transform is used to analyze driving rhythm. To facilitate the calculation, the “music notes” of driving rhythm ($1\cdot, 2\cdot, \ldots, 7\cdot$) are assigned a value from 1 to 21 respectively. Acceleration noise $e$ is chosen as the driving comfort index to calibrating model, which can be calculated according to Equations 1-2. There are 790 valid samples employed for analysing. A 5-level wavelet transform of driving rhythm has been processed with the wavelet basic function Daubechies (db3). It consists of 5-scale details of the signal $d_1$ to $d_5$ and an approximation of the signal $a_5$. These signals represent different information of the wavelet transform of driving rhythm, so in this paper we want to find which signal is related to driving comfort. Figure 5 shows the wavelet transform of one road section including 168 sets of data. It presents the detailed form of analysis results of a 5-level wavelet transform, including an approximation signal and detailed signals in scale levels 1-5.
The test results of correlation analysis between wavelets and driving comfort are demonstrated in Table 4. It can be seen that only \( d_5 \) is significantly related to driving comfort (Sig. < 0.05), while the remaining wavelets have no significant correlation.

On the basis of acceleration noise, the driving comfort is split into three levels: “Good”, “Fair” and “Bad”. There are 201 samples pertaining to “Bad” driving comfort, accounting for 28.6% of the total, illustrated in Table 5. It indicates that driving comfort on rural highways is a severe problem. As shown in Figure 6, the probability density distribution of \( d_5 \) in each level obeys normal distribution. Distribution parameters and the results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test are listed in Table 5. It can be seen that all of three distributions pass K-S test (Asymp. Sig. > 0.05), indicating that they all obey normal distribution. Moreover, the mean value of \( d_5 \) goes up with the decrease of the driving comfort. Then the probabilities of three levels of driving comfort can be calculated as follows:

**Table 4 – Correlation analysis between wavelets and driving comfort**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelets</th>
<th>( a_5 )</th>
<th>( d_1 )</th>
<th>( d_2 )</th>
<th>( d_3 )</th>
<th>( d_4 )</th>
<th>( d_5 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sig.(2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5 – Distribution parameters and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( d_5 )</th>
<th>Normal distribution parameters</th>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>K-S test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6 – Probability density distribution of \( d_5 \) in each level**
\[
f_i(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_i} \exp\left(-\frac{(x - \mu_i)^2}{2\sigma_i^2}\right) \\
P_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{3} f_i(x)}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} f_i(x)}
\]

where: \(i=1,2,3\), which means good, fair and bad driving comfort, respectively; \(f_i(x)\) is the value of the probability density; \(\mu_i, \sigma\) are the mean and variance, respectively, shown in Table 5; \(P_i\) denotes the probability of driving comfort in \(i\) level.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper is to analyse the driving comfort on rural highways by the driver’s visual perception. The driver’s visual lane model was established based on the Catmull-Rom spline, in order to describe the information perceived by the driver’s vision. Shape parameters of the visual lane model were put forward, which are \([vS_{ij}+1, vK_{ij}+1, vS_{ij}+1, vK_{ij}+1, vD_{ij}+1]\), representing the length, curvature and width of a lane in the driver’s vision. The driving rhythm is the tempo at which the drivers perceive road conditions and then generate driving behaviour responses, indicating large amounts of information during the driving process. According to characteristic variables \(AV\) and \(\sigma^2/L\), the driving rhythm could be expressed as “music notes”. Shape parameters of the driver’s visual lane model were chosen as input variables to forecast the driving rhythm by BP neural network. Wavelet transform was used to explore which part of driving rhythm is related to driving comfort. Results showed that \(d_5\) which refers to the detail signal in scale level 5 has a significant correlation with the driving rhythm. Driving comfort was split into three levels: “Good”, “Fair” and “Bad”. The probability density distribution of \(d_5\) in each level obeys normal distribution. Then the probabilities of three levels of driving comfort could be calculated by wavelets of the driving rhythm.

This research not only provides a new perspective into driving comfort analysis and quantifies the driver’s visual perception, but also gives attention to the unique characteristics of rural highways. Findings in this research can make a contribution to the optimization of rural highway design and improvement of driving comfort from driver’s visual perception. The driving rhythm can depict the relationship between visual perception and physical sensation, and promote the harmony of people, vehicles, road and environment. Besides, the driver’s visual lane model can help auxiliary driving technology perceive rural highways from the perspective of the driver. Next, we will further study the driver’s behaviour characteristics and visual demands on rural highways, hoping to understand rural highway design in a better way.
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